2001 camry colors

Antique Sage Pearl 1B2. Black Blue Dusk Pearl Blue Velvet Pearl 8L3. Cashmere Beige Metallic
4M9. Classic Green Pearl 6P2. Constellation Blue Pearl 8N4. Frosted Iris Metallic Graphite Gray
Pearl 1C6. Lunar Mist Metallic 1C8. Ruby Pearl 3L3. Sable Pearl 4N7. Sailfin Blue Pearl 8N7.
Sunfire Red Pearl 3K4. Super White Vintage Red Pearl 3N6. Woodland Pearl 6R1.
High-resolution downloads are temporarily down. Instead, please use the VIEW button above.
We are improving our service and expanding! Downloads should resume in Spring Your
browser does not support iframes. Copyright Darren Zayman This website is a personal project
and is not affiliated with Toyota NA Inc nor any other Toyota division. Information and images
on this site are copyrighted and may not be used without explicit written consent. Dealership
print brochures and television commercials are copyrighted by their respective owners.
Brochures on this site were mostly provided by a handful of collectors. Thanks go out to
Toyotageek for lending much of his enormous Toyota collection, Tom Lauzon at Lexus of
Portland for providing the bulk of the Lexus collection, Toyota USA Archives for many older
brochures, John Lloyd for filling in some of the more scarce items, Mark Sherman at Toyota of
Vancouver for providing details about Toyota codes and, most especially, Jonathan Hicks for
his tireless efforts in accuracy. Camry 2. It shows the components of the circuit as simplified
shapes, and the knack and signal contacts amid the devices. A wiring diagram usually gives
opinion more or less the relative point of view and arrangement of devices and terminals on the
devices, to put up to in building or servicing the device. A pictorial diagram would play a role
more detail of the living thing appearance, whereas a wiring diagram uses a more symbolic
notation to put the accent on interconnections greater than mammal appearance. A wiring
diagram is often used to troubleshoot problems and to create positive that all the links have
been made and that all is present. Architectural wiring diagrams performance the approximate
locations and interconnections of receptacles, lighting, and unshakable electrical facilities in a
building. Interconnecting wire routes may be shown approximately, where particular
receptacles or fixtures must be upon a common circuit. Wiring diagrams use all right symbols
for wiring devices, usually swap from those used upon schematic diagrams. The electrical
symbols not and no-one else work where something is to be installed, but next what type of
device is instinctive installed. For example, a surface ceiling well-ventilated is shown by one
symbol, a recessed ceiling fresh has a alternative symbol, and a surface fluorescent vivacious
has complementary symbol. Each type of switch has a oscillate parable and suitably pull off the
various outlets. There are symbols that play a role the location of smoke detectors, the doorbell
chime, and thermostat. A set of wiring diagrams may be required by the electrical inspection
authority to agree to connection of the domicile to the public electrical supply system. Wiring
diagrams will afterward tally panel schedules for circuit breaker panelboards, and riser
diagrams for special services such as fire alarm or closed circuit television or supplementary
special services. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function
properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security
features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that
may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect
user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary
cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your
website. Car Wiring Diagrams Wiring Diagram 89 views. This website uses cookies to improve
your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Accept
Reject Read More. Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your
experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are
categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of
basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and
understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with
your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of
these cookies may affect your browsing experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary
Non-necessary. Payoff Amount. This calculation reflects amounts in U. Dollars rounded to the
nearest whole dollar. All loan figures are based upon non-commercial usage and are subject to
credit approval from an independent lending source. Actual down payment and resulting
monthly payments may vary depending upon type and use of vehicle, regional lender
requirements, and the strength of your credit. Check with your dealer for exact monthly
payment. Some content provided by and under copyright by Autodata, Inc. Share Tweet.
Loading Trims. Loading Makes. Heather Metallic [Beige]. Light Autumnwood Metallic [Beige].
Pepper Gray Metallic [Gray]. Silver Fawn Metallic [Silver]. Silver Metallic [Silver]. Slate Gray
Metallic [Gray]. Antique Sage Pearl [Gray]. Black [Black]. Cashmere Beige Metallic [Beige].
Graphite Gray Pearl [Gray]. Lunar Mist Metallic [Silver]. Sailfin Blue Pearl [Blue]. Super White
[White]. Vintage Red Pearl [Red]. Woodland Pearl [Green]. Please click on the link below to take

a short survey. The survey should only take 5 minutes or less to complete. We want to know
what you think of minivans. The color code can be located in the driver side door jamb. Click
here for Toyota paint code location diagrams and label examples. The color sent to me was a
perfect match - for a vehicle! I used the spray can version to touch up some long scratches and
scrapes on one door, followed by the clear coat. The result was pretty stunning. The paint was a
perfect match. I'm glad I found your website! Will buy again in the future. Quality paint products.
Your aerosol cans spray as good as spray guns!!! Thank you!! Perfect match. Great thank you.
Perfect match! I received my order quick and the paint was an excellent match. Everything
worked great from the solvent to the paint. Great people! Your products work great. Now all I
have to do is learn to apply them. Good quality auto paint and perfect match on my Camry. I just
bought more paint for my malibu but haven't painted yet but I am confident that it will be a Good
Day color match. My Toyota is 15 years old and I was not sure if the color could be matched. I
sprayed it on and was amazed that there is no discernible difference in the paint. I was able to
blend it perfectly. I love this company. The paint matched perfectly, and the car I used it on is 15
years old. After leaving this, I going to purchase another of the same order, I need to cover up
some scratches. I'm very impressed, thank you. Great job of color match every time. Color
match was perfect for both colors. I was impressed! I didn't think I could get those paints
anymore since the car is 14 years old. The clear coat went on perfectly. Thank you for this
quality products! I would certainly order from Automotive Touchup again and recommend
Automotive Touchup to my friends and family. I purchased one 12 oz base coat and 1 12 oz
clear coat to paint a side mirror that was replaced. While at it, I removed the rear bumper and
painted that too. Just enough paint to do both job. As far as I can tell, the color match is pretty
good. I used the 2oz. The job went without a hitch. The applicators stood up to the work, the
color match was perfect and I actually enjoyed having the assorted sandpaper grits that are so
important to doing a really good job. Fast service, good product. The paint was an exact match,
easy to apply, chips and scratches looks much better, thank you. Needed to paint a replacement
door handle. The plastic primer and base coat went on well and when the clearcoat was applied
it looked great. Hard to tell which handle was replaced. I was pleased with the touch up paint
that I purchased. It went on smoothly and matched the original color. I have no previous
experience in using a product like that but it worked out well. I forgot to buy clear coat when I
purchased the base. I purchased that locally and had a bit of difficulty with that. Next time I will
know enough to purchase the clear coat along with the base. Thanks for supplying a fine
product. Del Joy. The paint is a great match. It is difficult to see where the touchup occurred. I'm
very happy with your product. Plus, you saved me money over dealers' price. I was so excited
to paint and forgot to take pictures, my first time; not perfect but the top of my car is now
looking good. I will need to order more in the future for my rear bumper and side mirrors on my
Toyota Camry. Automotive touchup, trusted and reliable, great service. I was very pleased that
the car paint I purchased to touch up scratches on my 13 year old car was a very good match. I
am very happy and pleased with the product received. Nice match to original Toyota two tone
paint. Placed a 2nd order for additional clear coat. Overall great product, promised and shipped
promptly. The paint matched perfectly. A relatively large quantity of paint was supplied for a
very fair price. We will buy from you again. Paint was a great match and was easy to apply base
coat and clear coat. This was done on a mirror that had to be replaced the new mirror now
matches the other mirror perfectly. I painted a new door handle to match my car before
installing it. Wow, an amazing match. So pleased with how easy it was to do. Would recommend
you anytime. This was my first attempt at body repair, and I am quite pleased with the results.
The paint was a near perfect match with an excellent finish. AutomotiveTouchup's "How To"
videos were also a great help. When the time comes to work on my other vehicle, I will definitely
return to ATU. Our car is turquoise. Obtained your touch-up paint. Excellent match, easy
application, and it looks great. After painting, I installed it, and you cannot tell the difference
between your paint and the original color. I'm very impressed. Don't know if that included the
correct color match or not. My guess is it did not. Great paint, thank you so much. I saved a lot
of money doing it myself. Excellent transaction! Quality paint and clear coat. Color was spot on
and instructions were easy, with application working out real well. Thanks for everything! Good
one with good color match as expected. Perfect match and very speedy delivery. AAA service
love the product. Excellent products. This includes the metallic paint and the clear coat.
Shipment was prompt and I was very impressed. Good color match and application was easy.
Will recommend it to others. Well because this was my first time painting a car panel I guess I
did alright considering, the paint was right on the money it was just my skills that need to
improve. I had to go over it a second time to make it look like I wanted it so I will keep on
practicing, thanks again. Great Service and Quick. I was able to buy the correct quantity in a
convenient spray can with a perfect match paint for a customers new mirror, we are both very

happy with your product. I can't wait to need more for another job! Thanks again, Charlie L. Fast
delivery, perfect match. Exceeded my expectations! Great Customer Service! Shortly after I
placed my order I received a call regarding the note about leaving the package at a specific
location. The gentleman on the phone was very kind and professional. The package showed up
promptly and apparently the currier got the message about specific delivery instructions. The
paint matches and looks great on my Toyota Camry. I have used this product before and love it.
This time my car crash a lot and I lazy buy some from autopart to repair it. Sadly, the color does
not match that make my car look funky! I end up order from automotive touch up. After 3 days
paste and paint my car is beautiful again. Thank automotive touch up, the color is look identical
and work a penny. Awesome product, will buy again. Great color match, great service. Highly
recommend your business! I was more than pleased with the paint, was the best operating
spray can I ever used. The color was an unbelievable match, I would gladly recomend your
product to any one that would need your service. I am very satisfied with the color match for my
Toyota Camry. I like the easy instructions for applying the new finish. It looks great. Thank
you!!!!. My touchup paint covers my dings and scratches perfectly. Addionally, my brother
bought spray paint and clear from you and his repair turned out awesome. I will definately order
from you again and recommend my friends. My door handle had fallen off so I had to get a new
one and of course they all come in black. After painting it and putting in on, you can't even tell
it's a different handle. The paint matches perfectly. Thank you so much! Carol from Florida. The
paint was a reasonable price, was delivered in a timely manner, and covered the scratches left
from the neighbor backing into the Camry. Great product, perfect match, good service, good
value I will be back for several other projects I have in the works. Enter your year, make, and
model below to find color matched paint:. Choose your Automotive paint color for your Toyota
Camry. Don't see your color listed? Call We probably have it. Did you choose the wrong vehicle
model? Did you choose the wrong model? If you're still not sure, take a look at our All Toyota
Models page. Or, just go to our page dedicated to Toyota Touch Up Paint. Gary, owner of a
Toyota Camry from Alabama I received my order quick and the paint was an excellent match.
Raymond L, owner of a Toyota Camry from Alameda, CA I purchased one 12 oz base coat and 1
12 oz clear coat to paint a side mirror that was replaced. Jimmy M, owner of a Toyota Camry
from Ar The paint was an exact match, easy to apply, chips and scratches looks much better,
thank you. Michael M, owner of a Toyota Camry from Garland, TX I was so excited to paint and
forgot to take pictures, my first time; not perfect but the top of my car is now looking good. Dian
P, owner of a Toyota Camry from Cincinnati, OH I was very pleased that the car paint I
purchased to touch up scratches on my 13 year old car was a very good match. Joseph G,
owner of a Toyota Camry from Vero Beach, FL Well because this was my first time painting a
car panel I guess I did alright considering, the paint was right on the money it was just my skills
that need to improve. Carolyn B, owner of a Toyota Camry from Belleview, FL My door handle
had fallen off so I had to get a new one and of course they all come in black. Carol from Florida
Satisfied Customer, owner of a Toyota Camry from Saint Louis, MO The paint was a reasonable
price, was delivered in a timely manner, and covered the scratches left from the neighbor
backing into the Camry. Share your touch up story Alpine Mist Metallic. Super White II. Diamond
White Pearl. Diamond White. Astral Silver Metallic. Antique Sage Pearl. Graphite Gray Pearl.
Lunar Mist Metallic. Phantom Gray Pearl. Magenta Mica. Red Mica. Vintage Red Pearl. Dark Red
Mica. Salsa Red Pearl. Cashmere Beige Metallic. Vintage Rose Metallic. Deep Jewel Green
Metallic. Light Green Opal Metallic. Woodland Green Pearl. Mineral Green Mica. Dark Blue Pearl.
Blue Velvet Pearl. Dark Blue Metallic. Constellation Pearl. Sailfin Blue Pearl. Blue Mica. The
starting point is three basic pieces of information about your vehicle, which most car owners
easily know: - Make of the car: Toyota - Model of the car: Camry - Year of the car With this
information and a paint code next section you can be confident in getting the right color of
paint, and not paint that is slightly shaded differently. Fortunately, Toyota makes finding your
paint code reasonably simple. All Camry cars have easy to find paint codes. You will need to
find the paint code to get the exact paint color formulation for your Camry, model year, and
specific color. On the inside of the driver side door is a sticker. The sticker is the same for
different Camry model years. The 3-digit code is your paint code. Click Here for a Picture
showing exactly where the paint code is located on the sticker. The paint code itself will
probably be cryptic. For instance, instead of "black" you may see "". Although the paint code is
on the inside of the door, where it will be less exposed to the elements and every day wear and
tear, the code can often be unclear or smudged. On these car pages we have listed Camry
models by year. Click or tap on the year of your car and then review the page for the listed paint
codes. Next to the code is the actual color or a close approximation. This should be the color of
your car to verify you are using the right code. This is your place to confirm a code you see,
such as "", is for black and this is the color of your car. If the color shown is red, for instance,

go back and double-check the paint code. Follow the links near the bottom this page, or the
yearly car pages to start your order. This process is with the leading OEM quality car paint
manufacturer who can guarantee a color match with your car. Even better, they make the paint
formulation. This is fresh paint. You should only want a car paint business whose know-how is
creatng OEM, or original manufacturer paint colors, for Camry models and makes. No one has
auto touch up paint standing around for your 6-year old car. If they did it would probably not be
good anymore. Only a few chosen car paint providers exist with the state of the art machinery
necessary to precisely create the accurate paint color for your Camry. The recommended touch
up paint provider is MicroFinish AutomotiveTouchup because of their capacity to match the
original paint color of your car, quality of paint, and reasonable pricing. The company uses top
quality paint and this is direct from the manufacturer instead of getting the same paint relabeled
under a car or other brand. You cannot order direct from Toyota, nor would you want to, for
several reasons: First, there is no color match guarantee. Second, Toyota and its dealers will
only paint off the shelf which is aged. You want fresh paint direct from the paint company.
Toyota and its dealers are not in the paint business and do not make their own paint. They buy
it elsewhere as a middleman and put their label on it. Third, Toyota and its dealers, as paint
middlemen, are much more expensive. It's a waste of money. Finally, Toyota's website has very
onerous legal terms. If you buy the paint and it does not work out or damages your car, your
legal remedies may in practical effect not be any remedy at all. Despite all this, if you would
prefer paint with a Toyota label on it, get it here: From Amazon so you are not paying a dealer
markup or forfeiting your rights. Click Here for a Picture. From Amazon. Dark Blue Metallic. Blue
Streak Metallic. Graphite Metallic. Steel Blonde Metallic. Emotional Red 2 Metallic. Ruby Flare
Pearl. Blue Metallic. Attitude Black Metallic. Celestial Silver Metallic. Predawn Gray Mica. Classic
Silver Metallic. Platinum White Pearl. Super White II. Champagne Mica. Slate Metallic. Parisian
Night Pearl. Attitude Black Mica. Dark Steel Mica. Blizzard Pearl. Clearwater Blue Metallic.
Cypress Mica. Barcelona Red Mica. Magnetic Gray Metallic. Sandy Beach Metallic. Spruce Mica.
Blue Ribbon Metallic. Jasper Mica. Titanium Metallic. Phantom Gray Mica. Dark Green Mica.
Green Metallic. Light Green Metallic. Lunar Mist Metallic. Medium Yellow. Mineral Green Mica.
Indigo Ink Pearl. Blue Mica. Medium Blue. Red Mica. Stratosphere Mica. Alpine Mist Metallic.
Crystal White Pearl. Crimson Red. Black Walnut Pearl. Yanmar Beige. Medium Green Metallic.
Catalina Blue Pearl. Light Green Opal Metallic. Diamond White Pearl. Antique Sage Pearl.
Graphite Gray Pearl. Vintage Red Pearl. Cashmere Beige Metallic. Woodland Green Pearl. Sailfin
Blue Pearl. Constellation Pearl. The monthly payment is based on the price of this vehicle
assuming it is financed. If you choose to lease, you can also use the payment calculator to
determine your lease terms. Unlike other websites and magazines, our ratings are not based
solely on a singular road test, but rather a more encompassing batch of criteria: quality, safety,
comfort, performance, fuel economy, reliability history and value. When comparing vehicles
using our Rating System, it's important to note that the rating earned by each vehicle correlates
only to the models within its class. Only the most exceptional vehicles achieve this rating. Very
good and close to being the best vehicle in its class. Decent, but not quite the best. Often
affordable, but lacking key features found in vehicles of the same class. Not recommended, and
lacking attributes a car buyer would come to expect for the price. Below are all exterior and
interior colors for the Toyota Camry. Colors generally differ by style. We have partnered with
trusted dealers in your area to give you a great price on the new Toyota Camry. This is how it
works:. We have information you must know before you buy the Camry. We want to send it to
you, along with other pricing insights. I agree to receive emails from CarsDirect. I understand
that I can unsubscribe at any time. We will not spam you, and will never sell your email. Privacy
Policy. Saved Vehicles 0 Saved Searches 0. Cars Direct. Toyota Camry Toyota Camry Colors.
Est Monthly Loan. Incentives Incentives that help lower the selling price of a vehicle. Money
Factor Represents the interest charged on a lease. May require top-tier credit to qualify for the
best rates. Get Custom Lease Quote Reset. You can interpret our ratings in the following way:
5-Star: Outstanding vehicle. Simply does not deserve to be on the road. See Used Camry
Listings. Buying With CarsDirect We have partnered with trusted dealers in your area to give
you a great price on the new Toyota Camry. Use the CarsDirect Target Price as a tool in your
negotiation. The dealer will help you with financing or leasing, as well as trade-in options. New
Car Quick Quote Toyota. Please select a model camry. Get Your Price. Insider Information We
have information you must know before you buy the Camry. Your Email Submit. Thank you. You
are now subscribed to our Pricing Insider updates. Find below original factory O. Get help with
this Toyota paint code chart. Back Toyota Camry Colours p4. Automotive Touchup Paint sends
original perfectly matched colour from a global paint company that manufactures the paints of
Mercedes-Benz and other classic popular brands. T
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he colour that is sent to you is an exact match to your vehicle original paint and if in an
extraordinary situation that we find that it is not the exact match you are covered by our exact
match guarantee and our business will replace the colour at our cost or provide a refund.
Always test your products in an inconspicuous area before commencing touch up repairs. For
recipients of our Automotive touch-up paint products. The vehicle may have had previous paint
repairs and an aftermarket paint colour product was used. Your vehicle has faded paint this is
one of the most common occurrences where the paint is not matched exactly, we guarantee to
match to the vehicles original paint colour, as you would be aware, fading of paint is common
where vehicles have had sun exposure, matching to each individual vehicle based on how much
fading has occurred as you would understand is virtually impossible however, the team at
cartouchuppaints. Poor application of the paint products. Shop By Category.

